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#1 Amazon Best Vendor ? DEALING WITH LossThe grieving process:  Yet, we all grieve
differently.Gorgeous in Grey is among the top bloggers today. She has a tremendous personal
reference to her visitors. For Alexander, the grieving process is one that she lives with day-to-
time. Learning from her discomfort, Alexander connects with her visitors on a deeply
psychological level in her debut book, Ty Alexander of  This is never more apparent than when
she speaks about her mom. The pain of reduction is universal.Things I Wish We Knew before My
Mom Died: Coping with Loss EACH DAY.Chapter 2: The reality about my moderately
dysfunctional familyChapter 3: The Art Of LosingChapter 4: The how of grievingChapter 5: How
exactly to be obsessively gratefulChapter 6: Dear Mamato help others find the “best” method to
cope and move ahead, however 1 personally decides what that means.In her early 20’s actuality
smacked Ty in the face. She was ill equipped to deal with the psychological and intellectual
rollercoaster of coping with her mom’s illness. Through her own learning from your errors, she
found a way to be a caregiver, individual advocate, researcher, and a grieving child. She
wrote Stuff I Wish I Knew before My Mom Died: Coping with Loss Every Day time Coping with
reduction: Mourning and remembrance: In the chapters of this soul-touching book, mourners will
find signifying and wisdom in grieving and the love that may always remain. Each chapter can be
a report and lesson in coping with loss:Chapter 1: We’ve been duped, everyone dies! From grief
counseling to posting insightful true tales, Alexander offers convenience, reassurance, and hope
in the face of sorrow.
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So glad I started reading this book! She may experienced a few good pointers, but I was put off
by her style. Then I dropped a dear friend and in the center of a sleepless evening I opened up it.
I AM SO GLAD I DID SO.. She maintains her signature wit and invites us to increase our
perspective on lifestyle and loss. At the same time when I couldn't speak to anyone, Ty spoke
right to my heart and I in fact laughed through my tears and lastly get some sleep. Hardest street
I’ve ever been on. Helped me to think I am not by yourself in my feelings.? Helpful Very good
read. Among the best books ongoing through loss and coming out the other part with new
wisdom I love the author's honesty.. Can so relate to what she says! She is correct that, as you
proceed through it, you can grow through it. I am recommending this book very highly. Honest
Advice on Loss and Grief I've read additional books about losing a mom and this is one of the
most concise books on reduction and grief that I've read. My mama died 14 years ago and as Ty
stated many times throughout, the grief never really leaves it simply changes form. In some way
Ty were able to capture most of my precise thoughts and feelings as I continue to create a "new
normal" in the lack of my mother.. I knew I needed to deal with my grief and Ty helped. Lastly,
while she speaks about losing her mom, this book can connect with any loss because I came
across myself sometimes writing in my grandparents names in various places. I lost a spouse and
this book really resonates with me. Heartfelt prose in losing a mother. Too much cursing for my
flavor, however, liked the honesty of the writer. Helpful for coping with the aftermath of losing a
momma I lost my mom in June to human brain cancer.. I've found myself needing to offer
suggestions on grief to a lot of friends and this is a book I'll be buying for others. The writer uses
the F*** term as a regular section of her vocabulary. Dropping a momma is certainly hard stuff, I
encourage anyone inside our 'motherless tribe' to learn this, but make sure you have tissues
handy. I came across this publication to be very helpful in the sense that I possibly could totally
relate to a lot of her feelings and experiences more that I believed possible.. I couldn’t surface
finish reading it. I carried this reserve literally everywhere I went including international
vacations but was scared to read it because We was scared about opening up an emotional
pandora's package. I thought it had been so useful, I sent a copy to each of my sisters. I had not
been acquainted with her blog, so I was not prepared for her bad mouth. Whoever has to use this
word to express herself is not worth reading in my opinion. Find another adjective, noun or verb.
Many of the emotions Personally i think guilty for sense have been verified as I’m not by
yourself. My mother also passed away 2 years ago from a 2.5 year battle with cervical cancer.
Only order if you’ve read her blog and like it. This is the key matter I took out of this book." As a
LMFT I also believe that this publication will be helpful to a couple of my clients and intend to
suggest this reserve to them.. She had no terminal disease and she was still young, but I felt that
she was departing this Earth and this book was section of my preparation for what has now turn
into a reality. This publication reads like you are in conversation with a pal and she is telling you
what you need to know before knowledge deep lost. The title grabbed my interest. The thoughts
and suggestions were good. Ty actually strike the nail on the head.. I could did without the
repetitive wording of bubble snot etc. Grieving My mom and sister's passing Struggling with the
increased loss of my two personal lifelines. Not my glass of tea. Nice to know I’m not alone Many
feelings I have felt.... are regular. Ty basically tells her tale in a way we are able to all relate. I’m
not alone. I also like her comment that "Discomfort is inevitable, Suffering is optional. Great
book in the event that you lost someone very close! Everyone should read Informative I love the
book This book was super helpful and insightful especially for someone losing their mom in
their 20s it relates much better than most grief books out there. BUT I believe my duplicate was
printed wrong as the last two chapters are initially and the the complete book starts? My Mom



died 4 a few months ago.? I was really confused Great book I purchased it at an airport terminal
before a flight house. Just what a great read. The one thing i was just a little defer by was the
cursing a few times and the repetition of particular expressions but i learned many lessons from
the reserve and it acts as a great example of what to do when you have your mother still alive or
not. It requires you through every stage, the author really did put her center in this reserve. I
already have gifted it to a few friends as well. You won't regret buying it. I appreciate her
willingness to open up her heart to share her experience.. Preparing for the increased loss of
your Mom. A book that We purchased a little over a month before the loss of life of my Mother..
This book is wonderful for the soul! Good This book helped me through grieving my mom and I
recommend it for anybody who freshly lost their mom it helps Great read and incredibly
cathartic! I would recommend this book to anyone who shed their mother or someone you care
about. Short, easy but effective read. Well done sista!
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